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Council HouseArt

In 2013 Plymouth artist, Martin Bush, inspired City Councillors to take action
in support of Plymouth’s creative economy.The artist encouraged Councillors
to develop a new programme of open displays and talks at the Council House
for practicing and aspiring artists living in Plymouth and surrounding area.

By opening up the foyer of this important Council building for art displays, we
aim to provide a free opportunity for visual artists in Plymouth to raise their
profile and showcase their work in an inspiring and iconic city centre location.

The programme is supported by a Community Grant from Councillor Chris
Penberthy and is a demonstration of Plymouth’s Co-operative Council. It also
highlights the Council’s commitment to creativity and the creative economy.
The scheme is designed to reflect the breadth of contemporary visual art
currently being produced in Plymouth and the 2014 programme includes work
by individual artists, students and recent graduates.

The programme is delivered in partnership by Plymouth City Councillors,
PCC’s Arts & Heritage Service, Plymouth College of Art, Plymouth University
and the University of St Mark and St John.

Plymouth Arts Graduate Show: 
26 September - 5 December 2014

A Councillors’ selection of artwork by graduate students from Plymouth 
University, Plymouth College of Art and the University of St Mark & St John.

Opening Hours and Artists' Talks 
The Council House is open every Friday between 12 and 2pm. From 
Friday 10 October there will be a programme of Artists' Talks the details 
of which will be available on  the exhibiting artists will give talks about 
there work. The full programme will be available on 
http://councilhouseart.wordpress.com. There is no need to book.
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Exhibits and Artists’ Statements
Plymouth University

Sarah Jane Hodge
www.sarahjanehodge.com

Bee Gateway 2014
mixed media

Statement:
The 'Bee Gateway' sculpture is situated at the LandWorks project,
based on Dartington Hall Estate. LandWorks is a scheme which
provides prisoners and ex-prisoners with a supported route into
community and employment. I approached the project with the
proposal of creating a sculpture which commented on fragmentations
of human society, compared to the cohesiveness of a bee hive.
The result is the fragmented honeycomb arch, which trainees helped
create, transforming the work from a piece which merely commented
on societal structures to one which was created by one of the
most underrepresented and neglected fractions of our society.



Rosie King
rosiekingartist.wordpress.com

The Artist-Spy-Investigator Project 2014
mixed media

Statement:
Rosie King is an artist who likes to ask questions.Through her
work she examines these question in a bid to make sense of the
world. Currently she has more questions than she has answers.
Rosie’s interest in surveillance culture has developed from her
conspiracy theory about the high proportion of elastic bands
dropped around Plymouth and their link to government espionage.
She is a multi-media artist whose work often utilises walking,
performance and time based media.



Holly Knowles
www.hollyknowlesartist.com

Origin 2014
Drawing

Statement:
With 'Origin' I aimed to question the nature of time. I began by
drawing an imperfect ring, then by repeating the process of tracing
the previous line I created a series of rings. The question is; which
ring is the original? Or perhaps a better question; is there only one
ring that could possibly be the original?



Charlie Lewis Marffy
calewismarffy@gmail.com

Series - Exercise yourself through your bereft.
Orangutans are skeptical of changes in their cages
(painting on the far right) 2013
mixed paints on canvas



Charlotte Making
www.charlotte-making-art.co.uk

Collection of Textural Elements 2014
Gesso

Statement:
My practice is composed of layers of gesso with elements of wax,
gel medium and circuit boards creating white textural surfaces.
My composition is based on my observation of the process of
erosion and mining. I feel these two processes somewhat reflect
the techniques I use to manipulate the surface. I scrape, sand and
manipulate the surface to see what occurs’ highlighting the nature
of materials.



Jools Mercer
joolsmercer.weebly.com

Untitled 2014
thread on calico

Statement:
Developing the stitch line to as minimal an extent as possible,
whilst still being able to capture the essence of a character, is key
to my work. I am interested in the relationships found within our
communities, encompassing folk on my sewing machine, through
movements and glances, wrinkles, laughter lines and fleeting
moments. I like to suggest the unknown within the frame, leaving
room for the imagination.



David Partridge
davepartridge001@hotmail.com

The End of an Ice Age 2014
film still

Statement:
This installation engages with the issue of climate change through
the beauty of nature in the form of an ice sculpture and the sound
created as it melts.The ephemeral qualities of the ice need no help
conveying the critical message that our climate is fragile and its
balance is being compromised through climate change.The loss of
ice on our world and the consequential rising sea levels creating
challenges mankind has never faced before.
The ice sphere has an elegant and poetic ability to place the viewer
in a light state of trance, through its stunning natural beauty.
I created the ice sphere but nature and physics have created its
overwhelming beauty, soon to be gone, forever.



Edward Reardon
etreardon1@gmail.com

Untitled Nr. 1 2014
Painting

Statement:
Forms and imagery come forth from insignificant accidents,
movement held in stasis, time hangs in the balance.



Charlotte Slater
http://caslaterart.weebly.com/

Become the Dramatis Personae 2014
Collage, mixed materials

Statement:
‘Become the Dramatis Personae’ deconstructs the notion of the
museum noted in Carol Duncan’s ‘Civilising Rituals’.The art museum
is a complex entity. It is not a neutral site and we are all bound to
its control.Whether we are aware of it or not, we are all prompted
to behave in a particular way, enacting a ritual or pilgrimage. In the
museum you become the dramatis personae, the sequenced spaces
and arrangements of objects, the lighting and architectural details
providing both the stage set and the script. Inducing a receptive
mood in the spectator bids the actors to take the stage and become
their best artistic selves.The art objects have their exits and
entrances leading from object to object, always bound to some
form of narrative, unfolding through one’s passing in the space.



RosannaThorne-Lees
rosannathornlees.weebly.com

Submersion, Returning Earth
2014
Book, film

Statement:
My practice involves meditatively collecting rocks along the
Whitsand coast and grinding them down into pigment.
Through actively avoiding chemically manufactured paints, my
work celebrates the use of sustainable resources in art. I use the
presentation of natural pigment in gallery spaces to actively bridge
the gap that has formed between nature and humankind in modern,
Western culture, allowing material to inform context, rather than
using a paint which is potentially harmful to the environment in
which it depicts.
I also use my body as a way of communicating this natural pigment.
In order to fully comprehend nature, the artist must become the
material itself.Through redefining a primitive relationship with nature,
my own unnaturalness was cured.‘Submersion, retuning earth’
documents the returning of pigments to their natural environment,
like the destruction ceremonies of the Mandalas made by Tibetan
monks.The film documents myself moving underwater and the
earth is washed from my skin, symbolising the completion of a
cycle and the restoration of Gaia’s natural balance.



Oovie Usher
oovieusher.co.uk

Left is Right isWrong 2014
projection on graphite drawing

Statement:
This work encompasses the notions of art, science and playfulness
with free-flowing gestures within a personal experiment and
experience of ambidexterity. Initially I wanted to test whether I
could change from ‘sort of’ to ‘completely’ ambidextrous with
practice using my ‘wrong’ right hand. I could not.
I still prefer my left and need extra concentration to use my right.
However, I discovered that when drawing with both hands
simultaneously my right hand automatically mirrors the left; seemingly
without any thought.
My work has progressed to both reaching the limits of my arms
and hands to make large-scale, completely mirrored, simultaneous,
ambidextrous drawings and also to use finer motor control with
much smaller delicate prints using the same simultaneous drawing
technique within a hand-made printed book.



CorinneYoung
cyoung-art.weebly.com

Guardianship 2013
Painting

Statement:
My work revolves around myself and my brothers relationship.
Through painting I express how his Asperger's has led to his
dependency on my family and the unique bond we share because
of this.



AlexYoungs
alex.youngs.creative@gmail.com

Shakespeare Project 2014
Online

Statement:
Shakespeare Project takes a live stream of Tweets from the fans of
Katy Perry, Justin Bieber,Taylor Swift, Britney Spears, Harry Styles,
Niall Horan, Liam Payne, Louis Tomlinson, Zayn Malik, Miley Cyrus.
From the obsessive, absurd and depressive nature that make up the
majority of theTweets, the Shakespeare Project takes these messages
and filters them to write the works of William Shakespeare.
It is said that an infinite amount of monkeys at typewriters would
eventually write the complete works of William Shakespeare; how
long would it take the obsession that surrounds celebrity culture
with Twitter as its infinity of typewriters?



Plymouth College of Art
Fine Art

Paul Hillon
paulhillon.wordpress.com

Social Sculpture 1 2014
Ply, hardboard

Statement:
My latest project is centred around the design and production of
‘social sculptures’.This work explores potential opportunities for
social engagement and observes how people interact when
confronted with these forms.This interaction provides a performative
element to the work, which can be manipulated through careful
consideration of material, form versus function and the placement
of the work itself.



Helanie Moore
helaniemoore.wordpress.com

"the best years of your life" they said
2014
Mixed media

Statement:
The concept for this piece initially transpired following the
provocation of an involuntary memory within the artist’s
consciousness on encountering a pair of discarded plimsolls
pendulating in an exposed tree.The forgotten memories of old
school days led the artist to develop a film installation with the
addition of recognisable classroom furniture (used in the original
work) with the intention of providing the viewer with a sense of
familiarity, nostalgia and phenomenological perception.With an
existing interest in physically demonstrating the passing of time
and how experiences can affect an impressionable child into
adulthood the artist uses semiotics which are open to audience
interpretation.



Reiss Portman
reissportmanart.wordpress.com

Ostracised intimacy 2014
Screenshot

Statement:
The work presented by the artist aims to question misconceptions
and preconceptions relating to colour, people and relationships
between the two.The video piece tells a narrative that is known
only to the artist, however, each individual is encouraged to draw
from their own experience of the work and their own experiences
to create a personal impression.



Graphic Design

Emily Clark
www.emilyclarksdesigns.co.uk

PlymouthType 2014
Print

Statement:
The project involves expressive typography of Plymouth; the designs
highlight the personalities of Plymouth along with capturing and
exploring the Plymouth accent using specific sayings linked to drinking.
The drinking elements reflect a rebrand of Plymouth Gin’s packaging
design; Plymouth’s most iconic object.



James Roberts-Scott

320 Magazine 2014
mixed media

Statement:



Jonathan Smith
jon.r.smith@me.com

WhaleWorth It 2014
Mixed media

Statement:
My project is about raising awareness and making people conscious
of the problem of commercial whaling. I also want to let Japan know
we know what they’re doing. I plan to do this through the use of a
viral campaign and visual imagery. I want to create a project where
the general public can get involved, produce something and get hands
on giving them a connection with the project. This will give them a
sense of achievement with the campaign.
I’ve been heavily influenced through documentaries for this project
the main two being ‘The Cove’ and ‘Blackfish’. Both these
documentaries make a very big statement on whaling issues and
back the case for finally calling an end to commercial whaling.
Watching these and researching into the history of whaling made
me want to help out and find a way to help create change in this
world through my media of graphic design.



Film

Tom Kirkman

P R O C E S S 2014
Film

Statement:
P R O C E S S is a documentary that intentionally blurs the line
between fact and fiction, investigating the emotions involved in
the art of creating, exposing the process of its own production.
The film highlights and compares the arguable fragility of the craft
of making within the contemporary landscape, with that of the
film onto which that craft has been photographically rendered.
It explores the relationship between these two endangered mediums,
the processed that relate to them, their materiality, the redundancy
they may face due to the rise of new media and planned
obsolescence, and questions what this means to us as makers.



JakeTish
jon.r.smith@me.com

Malvinas 2014
Film

Statement:
Malvinas is a short film telling the story of one man’s experiences
of the Falkland’s Conflict. Shot on the beaches of South wales, the
film depicts a man reminiscing about his past whilst walking his
dog. Filmed using 16mm in black and white, the film lets the viewer
into the thoughts of a Falklands veteran.



Illustration

Katherine Cole
cargocollective.com/KatherineColeIllustration

TinyWorld 2014
Print

Statement:
TheTinyWorld series was a self-initiated project, one long illustration
and two accompanying circle illustrations.Within the illustration
you follow the fox as your guide through the artwork, you see him
become a city fox eating out of the bins, then returning to his natural
habitat.There is a transformation in the fox’s environment and the
way that he lives.The two circles were designed to compliment
the long illustration with the use of colour, compared to the black
and white once again following the day and night of a fox.



Mike Coombs
mikecoombsart@gmail.com

Steambug 2014
Book

Statement:
Steambug Noir is a conceptual design project, exploring an
industrialised steampunk landscape inhabited by insect-like
characters, with a Film Noir/Art Deco twist. As much of a passion
project as a degree project, I have always loved creating new worlds
and characters from imagination for an audience to immerse
themselves in, and be transported.
With a view to working as a concept artist for the film and video
game industry I tried to inject as much detail and depth into the
world in the time that I had to work on the project, and imagine
that it would be going into production as the next big game or
film. I don’t see Steambug Noir as anything close to finished, and
is something I will continue to develop as a personal project in my
free time, adding more characters, vehicles and stories.
Following New Designers exhibition 2014, I was hired by Design
by Touch Ltd. as a full time Junior Designer and Concept artist.
Design by Touch are a children’s entertainment focused design
agency and toy invention company. I am having great fun designing
new characters and worlds for companies such as Lego, Hasbro
and Disney as well as working on exciting never before seen I.P’s.



Ali Goodworth
aligoodworth.co.uk

Aesop 2014
drawn in ink and coloured digitally

Statement:
In this classic tale from Aesop, the fox and the stork dine together
one evening. The fox considers himself very clever to torment the
stork, as a joke, by serving the soup in a shallow bowl. The next
time they dine together, the stork exacts her revenge.
The moral of the story is: One bad turn deserves another.
Here I have reduced the story to a three-panel visual narrative.



Eoghan Lewis
eoghanlewis@gmail.com

Transatlantic Steamliner 2014
Print

Statement:
RMS Carpathia, the transatlantic steam liner known and highly
regarded for her role in rescuing the survivors of the sinking of
RMS Titanic in 1912.The calm and efficient rescue ensured the
crew of RMS Carpathia were awarded with medals of honour.
RMS Carpathia reached the location of the disaster at sunrise and
launched her captain on a trajectory to a distinguished career.
Using a calligraphy pen I intended to create a moment of calm the
survivors would have felt seeing the ship arrive to rescue them,
having spent the night unsure anyone knew what had happened or
could save them.
Crew survivors of RMS Titanic arrived in Plymouth, 28 April 1912,
at Millbay Pier.Their pay had been frozen the night Titanic sank
and they worked their passage home.



Caroline Morgan
www.carolinemorganillustration.com

Time Bomb 2014
Book

Statement:
Last year during the International Book Festival in Plymouth I went
to see the poet Lemn Sissay and was lucky enough to get to talk
to him after the show where I also bought his book 'Listener'.
In this book I came across the poem ‘Time Bomb’ which is a very
personal poem describing events in his life while he was growing
up in care. I felt very touched by it and decided to visually
communicate his powerful words as part of one of my modules in
my final year resulting in this book. After sending Lemn the book
I was delighted to hear he thought that I had brought his words alive.



Photography

Thomas Coghill
www.tomcoghillphotography.com

The Shekinah Mission 2014
Photograph

Statement:
Passionate about photography,Tom Coghill dedicates his practice
towards documentary and portraiture work. Ever since he was
young, an unexplainable urge to create change and encourage a
form a shift within society has always been Tom’s goal leading him
to the camera as a means of doing so. Narrative plays a key element
within Tom’s work, as he loves the way in which a story can unfold
without a word having been spoken, to silently read and interpret
his documentary work.
The Shekinah Mission are devoted to helping those who may face
issues with conviction, poverty, homelessness and substance abuse
which through the documentation of their ‘Re:solve’ facility Tom
hopes to encourage reflection, question and debate based upon
how society judges individuals such as these and their attitudes
towards them in a bid to example their hard work and dedication
for a form of reformation.



Tony Fitzsimmons
www.tonyfitzsimmons.com

I am Alive 2014
Photograph

Statement:
'I am Alive' is a personal project detailing the life of a photographer
and his subsequent months following that of an operation through
the use of still imagery. Heavily influenced by Instagram and the
current change within 21st century photographic practices, images
were shot using both an iPhone and a Nikon D700, the latter edited
to appear as if produced via this App.
Life is full of many unexpected twists and turns. Through a series
of unfortunate events, a person's outlook and perception can often
alter dramatically. This project looks at how a memory, once housed
through traditional photographic methods, has now become an
instant and virtual journey, shared and experienced together amongst
friends and family the world over.



Andy Ford
andyfordphotography.co.uk

Bolerium 2014
Photograph

Statement:
'Bolerium' explores the physical and psychological landscape of
Penwith, an isolated region in the far west of Cornwall. Situated
on a Granite peninsula reaching out into the turbulent Atlantic, a
sense of the primordial co-exists with extensive traces of humanity.
Relics of early neolithic man, a past of heavy industry, a present of
farming,fishing & tourism all present amongst the region's raw geology.
This tumultuous history has created a rich local folklore of giants,
witchcraft and ghosts that is still palpable. 'Bolerium' draws from
these themes exploring narrative landscapes which evoke the ‘sense
of place’ that is so distinct to Penwith, discovering the region in a
way that moves beyond the familiar picturesque postcard vistas.



Aaron Owen Prout
airz_prout@hotmail.co.uk

SKATEAIRZ – SouthWest of England skateboarding 2014
Photograph

Statement:
Aaron's generation of youth never had a skatepark.He had to make do
with nailing bits of wood to piled up pallets in the attempt to build
something that slightly resembled a ramp.A skatepark was rumoured
to be built in his home town on many occasions throughout his
adolescence but to no avail.
It wasn't until Aaron moved away for university that a skatepark
was built that focused on the youth of the his local community.
Intrigued to find out where else in the south west of England
facilitated for skateboarder's needs, Aaron spent his BA photography
year investigating into the regions of Devon and Cornwall for local
skateparks and interacting with the skateboarders whilst using his
photography to produce a skateboarding magazine that promotes
and celebrates the south west of England's skateboarding scene.



Thomas Slaney

St Luke 2014
Photograph

Statement:
Tom Slaney is a digital photographer specialising in architectural
elements within a cityscape. He captures the images digitally and
promotes them advertising purposes and publishing.
During the previous year, he has reignited his love for history and
has made it a key part of his work by researching the antecedents
of the buildings he has photographed.
His most recent project is heavily influenced by the New
Topographic movement and their particular style.To create this
series of images Slaney used a 5x4 large format camera, so he
could eliminate the lens distortion of digital and other cameras.



Paulina Wysocka
about.me/paulina.wysocka

Delusion 2014
Photograph

Statement:
The key theme of this piece is inspired by the ignored significance
of daily objects, scenarios and human habits which essentially create
the conflict visible in mainly the younger generations.The simplicity
of the theme caused genuine fascination, as it highlighted how the
art around us has an impact on our memories and thoughts. It also
focuses on how it affects people often leading to anxiety, loneliness
and mental problems.
Photography emphasises the unconscious relationship between
nature, technology and humans.The images portray people emerged
into a virtual life inside mobile phones, laptops and tablets.



University of St Mark & St John

Ryan Bickerton

From theTop

Statement
I am a sports journalist and photographer. This image was taken
from the 10m diving board to give the game of water polo an
interesting perspective. From this height, the image takes on an
abstract aesthetic which also pushes the boundaries of documentary
and photojournalism.



Jessica Godfrey
jessicagodfrey.deviantart.com/

Ivan
Augmented Reality Art

Statement
Ivan is a part of a digital media project which creates a comic with
the use of an augmented reality. I had chosen Layar App as it was
able to scan the image without needing codes of any kind.With
this piece, you are not only getting a print, but the digital comic
that will forever be attached to it with the use of the augmented
reality Layar App (available on Android and iOS).



Grace K Owen
CatchThe Sun

Photograph

Statement
This piece was inspired by the works of Tony Ray Jones and
Martin Parr. It was taken on a particularly hot day in Plymouth, on
the Hoe. It depicts the clash between the natural, the sea, and the
manmade, the concrete, as well as documenting an aspect of
Plymouth summer life.



Laura Huggins
Untitled

Statement
This series of work are a topographic study of Iceland. They were
made during a trip in 2014 and explore the isolation and space that
results from the vast landscape.



Josh Steels
Burrator in Darkness

Statement
This photograph was taken at Burrator Reservoir on Dartmoor
in late spring-time and explores extended shutter photography
which, in this scenario, is controlled very much by how cloudy the
night sky is. On the night in question, it was clear and I was able
to capture a still image, which pulls out hundreds of stars in our
night sky.



Shortlisted artists
Plymouth University
Sam Byrne
Lizzi Freeman
Rhiannon Holland-Bright
Suzanne Martin
Gareth Morse
Sarah O'Connell
Fern Sayer
Charlotte Slater

Plymouth College of Art
Illustration
Angie Henriques
Will Nash
Victoria Louise Thornhill

Graphic Design
Joshua Blackwell
Daniel Day
Becky Hayes
Ash Henderson

Fine Art
Cal Blackburn
Niki Cooksey
Pippa Dowie
Dan Pharaoh
Joe Thompson
Charlie Wildy
Tess Yates

University of St Mark & St John
Jessica Martin
Tom Lethbridge

This catalogue is available to download at:
councilhouseart.wordpress.com/




